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Wow, what a disappointment!  I just watched Day Two of Tucker's January 6 expose, and it was a
complete dud.  Yesterday's segment was a good start, since he outed the QAnon Shaman being led on a
guided tour by the Capitol Police, having them open doors for him and escort him into chambers.  We
see a complete stand-down by Capitol Police for these fake “rioters”, proving it was all staged.  Tucker
also outed Ray Epps as a government agent, though he didn't go deep on that, just hitting it at speed.
He also outed the Brian Sicknick fake, proving this officer wasn't killed by rioters bashing him with a
fire extinguisher.  But other than that, it was a pretty weak brew.  Compared to my paper of two years
ago, it was just a weak body blow rather than a head bashing.  Tucker led with a lie, saying there was
no video of Ashli Babbitt getting shot.  Then how is it that so many of us have seen video of it?  I have
had a link to video for almost two years and it is still good. But I guess Tucker's team can't do a basic
websearch. 

I had assumed he would show more footage and go deeper today, but instead we got nothing but a reply
to his critics like Chuck Schumer and CNN, a tame interview with a fired Capitol policeman, and an
airy interview with Russell Brand on spirituality.  So it begins to look like Schumer's call to Rupert
Murdoch to kill this series may have worked.  We will see what Tucker does for the rest of the week,
but if today is any indication, the series was quashed.  

I had a bad feeling this might happen when I dialed up the Tucker video this evening, finding that Bing
had censored Tucker for the first time in my memory.  No free links to Youtube or Dailymotion.  I had
to go to Google to find a link to the free livestreaming at Youtube.  So Youtube had not quashed it
immediately, but Bing had. 

Twitter also just happened to be down all day, which I'm sure is no coincidence.  

I also have to warn you again about Russell Brand.  The guy has some charisma, but he has been hired
to control the opposition.  He is not your friend.  He is spouting a bunch of new-age spiritual stuff like
Jim Carrey, but it is the usual conjob.  It is the attempt to capture my audience by channeling my
spirit.pdf paper, but watering it down and flipping it.  I have seen Alex Jones trying to do that, too,
breaking into spirituality sermons, but Brand is a bit better at it, just because he is prettier and has a
better vocal presentation.  Brand gives himself away in every sermon, though, because all you have to
is look at his tats, which are stridently Phoenician, including the number 33, the all-seeing eye, and the
word “ecstasy” tattooed above his pubes.  You can't see that last one, admittedly, but he flashes the 33
all the time.  

I also remind you of this article from Buzzfeed from ten years ago, entitled “29 good reasons you
should worship Russell Brand as a god”.   Not 33 good reasons?  

http://mileswmathis.com/spirit.pdf
https://www.buzzfeed.com/tabathaleggett/29-good-reasons-to-worship-russell-brand-as-a-god


So, very heavy promotion of this guy recently from Tucker, Youtube, Bill Maher, and many other
mainstream sources, indicating a prominent project.  Beware the Ides of March, which are eight days
away.  

Also perhaps worth commenting on today is a poll out from Trafalgar where 43.4% of respondents said
they thought we were on the brink of another world war.  That's strange enough, since there is no
chance we are.  But even stranger is the party breakdown, with Republicans being more likely to think
that than Democrats, by 57 to 26.  Exactly the opposite of what I expected.  Another study out today
claimed to find Democrats are more likely to be fearful and depressed, which matches expectation.  But
of course that conflicts with the first poll.  I guess we are supposed to think Republicans are looking
forward to a war, so that they can finally use all those guns they have been buying.  But seriously, if
these polls are to be believed, and maybe they aren't, it may indicate Republicans are more likely to
believe we are on the brink of war because they have been more targeted with that message.  They are
the ones asking more questions about the vaccines, by about the same margin, so they are the ones that
need to be diverted.  The fake war in Ukraine was started just for that purpose: to move you on from
the vaccine genocide and give you something new to key on.   


